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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Varaktighet	Beskrivning
	_lfa (dealfront)	Persistent	This cookie is set by the provider Dealfront. This cookie is used to identify the IP address of devices visiting the website. The cookie collects information such as IP addresses, time spent on the website and page requests from visits
	Hubspot (__hssc)	30 min		This cookie keeps track of sessions.
	This is used to determine if HubSpot should increment the session number and timestamps in the __hstc cookie.
	It contains the domain, viewCount (increments each pageView in a session), and session start timestamp.
	It expires in 30 minutes.


	Hubspot (__hssrc)	End of Session		Whenever HubSpot changes the session cookie, this cookie is also set to determine if the visitor has restarted their browser.
	If this cookie does not exist when HubSpot manages cookies, it is considered a new session.
	It contains the value "1" when present.
	It expires at the end of the session.


	Hubspot (__hstc)	6 months		The main cookie for tracking visitors.
	It contains the domain, hubspotutk, initial timestamp (first visit), last timestamp (last visit), current timestamp (this visit), and session number (increments for each subsequent session).
	It expires in 6 months.


	Hubspot (hubspotutk)	6 months		This cookie keeps track of a visitor's identity. It is passed to HubSpot on form submission and used when deduplicating contacts.
	It contains an opaque GUID to represent the current visitor.
	It expires in 6 months.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Varaktighet	Beskrivning
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	This cookie, set by Cloudflare, is used to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	Hubspot (messagesUtk)	6 months		This cookie is used to recognize visitors who chat with you via the chatflows tool. If the visitor leaves your site before they're added as a contact, they will have this cookie associated with their browser.
	With the Consent to collect chat cookies setting turned on:
	 If you chat with a visitor who later returns to your site in the same cookied browser, the chatflows tool will load their conversation history.
	The messagesUtk cookie will be treated as a necessary cookie.





	When the Consent to collect chat cookies setting is turned off, the messagesUtk cookie is controlled by the Consent to process setting in your chatflow.
	HubSpot will not drop the messagesUtk cookie for visitors who have been identified through the Visitor Identification API. The analytics cookie banner will not be impacted.
	This cookie will be specific to a subdomain and will not carry over to other subdomains. For example, the cookie dropped for info.example.com will not apply to the visitor when they visit www.example.com, and vice versa.
	It contains an opaque GUID to represent the current chat user.
	It expires after 6 months.
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									Necessary
								

													

						
							
								
									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Varaktighet	Beskrivning
	__cfruid	session	Cloudflare sets this cookie to identify trusted web traffic.
	(Hubspot) hs-membership-csrf	End of Session		This cookie is used to ensure that content membership logins cannot be forged.
	It contains a random string of letters and numbers used to verify that a membership login is authentic.
	It expires at the end of the session.


	(hubspot)__hs_do_not_track	6 months		This cookie can be set to prevent the tracking code from sending any information to HubSpot.
	It contains the string "yes".
	It expires in 6 months.


	(hubspot)__hs_gpc_banner_dismiss	180 days		This cookie is used when the Global Privacy Control banner is dismissed.
	It contains the string "yes" or "no".
	It expires in 180 days.


	(hubspot)__hs_initial_opt_in	7 days		This cookie is used to prevent the banner from always displaying when visitors are browsing in strict mode.
	It contains the string "yes" or "no".
	It expires in seven days.


	(hubspot)__hs_opt_out	6 months		This cookie is used by the opt-in privacy policy to remember not to ask the visitor to accept cookies again.
	This cookie is set when you give visitors the choice to opt out of cookies.
	It contains the string "yes" or "no".
	It expires in 6 months.


	(hubspot)__hsmem	7 days		This cookie is set when visitors log in to a HubSpot-hosted site.
	It contains encrypted data that identifies the membership user when they are currently logged in.
	It expires in seven days.


	(hubspot)_key	14 days		When visiting a password-protected page, this cookie is set so future visits to the page from the same browser do not require login again.
	The cookie name is unique for each password-protected page.
	It contains an encrypted version of the password so future visits to the page will not require the password again.
	It expires in 14 days.


	(Hubspot)hs_ab_test	End of Session		This cookie is used to consistently serve visitors the same version of an A/B test page they’ve seen before.
	It contains the id of the A/B test page and the id of the variation that was chosen for the visitor.
	It expires at the end of the session.


	(hubspot)hs-messages-is-open	30 min		This cookie is used to determine and save whether the chat widget is open for future visits.
	It is set in your visitor's browser when they start a new chat, and resets to re-close the widget after 30 minutes of inactivity.
	If your visitor manually closes the chat widget, it will prevent the widget from re-opening on subsequent page loads in that browser session for 30 minutes.
	It contains a boolean value of True if present.
	It expires in 30 minutes.


	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie is used to record the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category .
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	Records the default button state of the corresponding category & the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	Hubspot (__cf_bm)	30 min	This cookie is set by HubSpot's CDN provider and is a necessary cookie for bot protection. It expires in 30 minutes. Learn more about Cloudflare cookies. 
	Hubspot (__cfruid)	End of Session	This cookie is set by HubSpot’s CDN provider because of their rate limiting policies. It expires at the end of the session. Learn more about Cloudflare cookies. 
	Hubspot (hs_langswitcher_choice)	2 Years		This cookie is used to save a visitor’s selected language choice when viewing pages in multiple languages.
	It is set when a visitor selects a language from the language switcher and is used as a language preference to redirect them to sites in their chosen language in the future if they are available.
	It contains a colon delimited string with the ISO639 language code choice on the left and the top level private domain it applies to on the right. An example will be "EN-US:hubspot.com".
	It expires in two years.


	hubspot (hs-messages-hide-welcome-message)	One day		This cookie is used to prevent the chat widget welcome message from appearing again for one day after it is dismissed.
	It contains a boolean value of True or False.
	It expires in one day.


	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Varaktighet	Beskrivning
	wp-wpml_current_language	session	This cookie is set by the WordPress plugin WPML. It is used to store the current language selected by the user.
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